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.tio tch~ e for the Solution ofa ntoR[a ode 3tJW6. At- esinldowivslopC propagation model based on n. 3UW
modl.M.F.Wchv ip Je oiau NORL mrial coupled wdeo a Primack and Kenneth E. Gilbert INat - H1,Ini

SDiv., Sten &Spe Ctr., MS 39529) Ctr. for Phy Ac U , avrsity, MS 38677) ac

't is somifnt jesirabl, to obtain anormal mode sot ,ion of awave- A "wedge-mode" representaion of the acoustic field- IM., . Buck ke

,,uide problem in a closed piatheniatical form. In paiticular. here, the ingiam.iJAcoust. Soc Am. 82. 1()8-210 (1987)1I has been implemented h
vertical part of the solution i'11 terms of a sine series for a variable velocity in a 2-D propagation model that can treat realist ic sund -spv. d profiles n
profile where the sine functkils are eigenvalues for a suitable isovelncity Wedge-mode calculations are compared to per3Klie equation (PE) cal- ting
case is desired. This problem has been done within the context of conven- culationa for an iscospeed profile and profiles flsal of the Mediterranean desc
tional perturbation theory andwas found to be too limiting, particularly sea in summer and winter. For an isoisp profile iiver a penetrable hot-
for the lower-order modes. It is Rossible, however, to exploit Sturm-Liou- tonm, the wedge modes are alms unc led. For a realittjc depth-depent equ o
',ille theory and closuire toobtaini couipled sysltm of equations that leads dent profile, howes Cr, the modes ar, :,r incantly coupled. Moreos er, at i i
to an adequate sine expansion as *well as the appropriate eigenvalues. A the beginning of the donlpe r on, cninu-oev 11i g 'Of tIf
newv perturbation method is also del~ved from the results that is less limit- (tneig)ocr. hno thec wedge-mode coupling is acc ted V I /
ing than the conventional perturbatio approach and should be of general for, fair agreement is obtain with the parabolic equation results. Wh)..oVons
value to other classes of problems. Cakulations are performed and com- in addition, the tunneling ect is accounted for with a hybrid mode-FE mr~bolt
pared with other numerical techniques."-. model, excellent agrecyl'et is obtained with the full parabolic equation ~ prt by

calculation. /

3L'W4. Modeling air-to-water round transmission using st-andard ;Arlo

numerical codes of underwater acoustics, David M. F, Chapman. Dale 3L1W7. Apopriate starting fields for different PE approximations./lnn , ich
D. Ellis (Defence Res. Establishment Atlantic, P.O. Box 1012, B. Jensen andMichael B. Porter (SACLANT Undersea Res. Ctr., El+
Dartmouth. Nova Scotia 132Y 3Z7. Canada), and Davio J. Thomson 19026 La Spezia, Italy) Ellip
(Defence Res. Establishment Pacific, FMO Victoria, B~VOS I RO, T- factored
Canada) The suite of parabolic wave equations available today for solving dhe ellip

range-dependent propagation problems in ocean acoustics en'compasses thou I I

In rcet ppe I. . F Capan ndP.P.War, . eot~s. oc forms t-nging from the standard narrow-angle PE originally introduced
Ani. 87. 601-618 (1990))1, it was shown that a normal mode lne water by Tappert to very wide-angle PEs based on Padi series expansions. Each hilt rc
acoustic propagation code can be modified to model air-to-water s nd PE form has inherent phase errors that increase with increasing angle ~ '"analyzed
transmission simply by altering the mode excitation coefficients. Th se aacrmtemicrpgto ieton(oiotl.Teepaee ec o
new coefficients are the exact wave-theoretic expressions for the air-t rors also affect the angular energy distribution in space so that a given -.XQNRI
water transmission problem. Herein, it is shown that if the height of the initial field leads to different farfield radiation patterns in different PE's.
source above the surface is sufficiently smiall, then the air-to-water trans- This is explicitly illustrated by solving the classical Lloyd mirror problem
mission problem can be approximaled acc rattly by replacing the Source for a point source near the free surface in a homogenrous half-space. The
in air with a source in water at a d&pth d .C A below the surface, where A is resulIts clearly show the importance of selecting a startia field compatible
the acoustic wavelength in water. For a di stant receiver in water, both thN~t h atclrF en ovd hsi ssesta il. use of a wide
true source in air and the effective source in water exhibit nearly identical alesucwthanro-geFEmyeutinnapludoe-
dipole radiation pattern". Although the effective directivity of the two ht of?3- 4 dBi for propagation directions around 30* off the main propa- O uwil.
sources is the same,tlie source strength is not. I he correct transmission gat direction. -Sn' th
loss due to a sopi~e in air can be recovered front the transmission loss - X.PoStgd
computed fo;-/a shallow source in water by adding the quantity 20 FNw

lov., (k d), where k,, is the svave number in air. Using this approach.
oiimerwllresults for three standard underwater acoustic models (normal 053

timltipath eXpanSionl. rarabolic equation) wsill be compared to .In ord
rresuilts provid-d by the SAUARvi model for a generic air-to- t 9ap

water transmission esanmple .co
SIionst pr(

31-11181 An accurat&~nd stable elastic parabolic equation with applicaf~p6 .-. prtra
to interface wave piM agation. Michael D. Collins (Naval Res. L'ab, I i the ci
Code 5160, Washingto DC 20375-5000) .hrjt

The parabolic equatin (P'F) method has recently been extended to isil

3UW5. Accuracy of the pressure release bottom approximation for handlex-ound propagation i n ocean overlying an elastic bottom Of the OThe eve

normal modes in shallow water, Grayson It. Rayhorn, Barry 1. Barker tMo oinleasc Eipe ttinhoeeroe stbiylnt sumpto.tatins CollnsJ. Aolp
(Dept. (if Physics and Astronoomy, Univ. of Southern Nfississipp, ttosIoln,3 cut S Am 86, 1459-1464 (1989)], and the IR
Htattieshurg. MS 3940). George E. louip. and Juliette W. loup (Univ. other has accuracy limitatiorns lio and Brooke. 1. Acs Soc Ant effe'ac
of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148) 87, 624-632 ( 1990) 1. An elaticP haisvracutendomlel

stable and is based on a new igher- der Padii approximation has been 01N~ne
fire% ious investigators hair recogniied that an approximation niay be derived by combining and generaizin the original models. Accurac is

ir.ilc to the cigerifutictiouis and cigenvalues for a Pekeris waveguide such achieved by placing s everal constrain on the derivatves of the Padec
that the eigcnftincmions end in a node at an effective pressure release hot- series at thecpoint corresponding tolthere ence wave number. By requir-
tomn below the actoal htroi. A simple graphical derirato ofthe approx igththel srsnapart of th lowelfqudatothcmpx
imltoti i piresi-nted and the ac~ccuiracy oftii aprosiniaitioni for the mnarine platte into the tipper half of tile complex pla\ an instabiliy associated
Ndiments Found to be typical1 of bottomns along thle continetital shelf is with itonpiopagatinig modes can be eliminate.\h- ope cefcet

investigated. For a water column capable of supporting up to 74 modes, of the dlesired Pad6 serit's are determined by solvi a system of nonlinear 3U%% 12.
the approximtation results in errors iii the vertical wasie numbher of less eImuiatioris with Newton's method. I he new elasti Pis accurate and
thtan 0)2 5 -, toeall modes for all bottoni tNpes This moderst error inilc efficienit for problems involving comnpressionral. s ar. and interface
thait the approximnatrion should tic oseful iii tiouclinig iii ois problc7:'- v ayes, very vside propigation angles, andi large dlent arid weak ranige
I Work supported bs NOAH I and the Nay v/ASI.IF Summier Faculty ulepeodotice in the geoacousiic parameters With this up ade, the elastic
let vs 4ship P'rogram o 1: v' s(tiable for general use
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